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ABSTRACT This article proposes an adaptive fuzzy gain scheduling (FSG) design of the traditional
proportional integral derivative (PID) control method by using fuzzy logic rules to schedule controlled
gains at different phases. Owing to minimization of the tracking error of the controller design using three
parameters and the integral of time weighted-squared error (ITSE) minima criterion of the controller design
process, the fuzzy rules of the triangular membership functions are exploited online to verify the PID
controller gains in different operated scheduling modes. For that reason, the controller designs can be used
to tune the system models during the whole operation time period to enable efficient error tracking. The
continuous genetic algorithm (GA) is considered an innovation because in it, the decode chromosome step
is totally neglected. Owing to this improvement, it is superior to the standard GA because it requires less
storage and enables naturally faster convergence. In this research, the controlled parameters were optimized
using the continuous GA to enhance the efficiency of the proposed method. Thereafter, it was implemented
to a single tilt Tricopter model to test whether the control performance is better when compared with the
conventional PID control method.

INDEX TERMS Fuzzy gain scheduling (FGS), proportional integral derivative (PID) control, continuous
genetic algorithm (GA), integral of time weighted-squared error (ITSE), single tilt tricopter UAV.

I. INTRODUCTION
In controller design, processing requires quick setting, relia-
bility, and stability. Furthermore, the performance of control
system is expected to be high, with high precision and better
reliability. To achieve better performance, the developers of
new control methods often need to find a balance between
decreasing the response time and large overshoots while
spending a fair amount of time to tune the control gains [1].
To account for both conditions, a controller is designed such
that it has a faster response in the beginning when there is no
oscillation in the target destination region. Hence, the system
performance may vary depending on different time response
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values at different phases, consequently, a gain scheduled
controller can be established.

Belonging to the ‘‘divide and conquer’’ control proce-
dures type, the gain scheduling [1]–[3] is a widely used
control design approach, in which a nonlinear design task is
decomposed into a set of linear sub-problems [2]. As dif-
ferent gains may be employed within individual regions,
the key purpose of implementing a suitable controller is to
regulate the scheduled variables according to the process
dynamics [4]. Moreover, the regions might be verified by the
scheduling variables magnitude. In this article, we proposed
an effective control scheme for fast positioning based on the
proportional integral derivative (PID) control characteristics.
To enable the fast convergence of the controlled system,
the parameters are frequently set to be largewhen the schedul-
ing variables are large, and vice versa, to make the system
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stabilizes without significant fluctuation, the parameters are
chosen small when the scheduling variables are small [3]–[5].
Beaven et al. [6]first developed the gain scheduling appropri-
ate to the high-speed independent two-phase driving.

Fuzzy logic systems (FLS) based on expert knowledge
can be modified through simply adding or deleting rules.
A fuzzy rule-based model is appropriate in the case where the
physical model information is imprecise. Fuzzy logic control
(FLC), as a one-branch application, has been applied success-
fully for the first time in the field of controller design [7], [8].
Thereafter, the combination of fuzzy logic rules and gain
scheduling concepts, namely, fuzzy gain scheduling, has
been developed [9]–[12]. Later, Dounis et al. [13] and
Chandrakala et al. [14] also used the same idea in the
photovoltaic and hydrothermal energy systems. Recently,
Kanagasabai, and Jaya revised this idea to control the MIMO
process [15]. Considering these research works that have
achieved impressive results, the adaptive fuzzy method for
the gain scheduled PID parameters in the controller design
has been adopted in the present study.

In the initiation of the motion control, we propose a con-
troller of the PI-D (PI and D) type built in a system with fixed
high proportional gain and high integral gain, but with the
small derivative gain. Thereafter, the fuzzy gain scheduling
method is used to gradually decrease the proportional gain
and integral gain, while increasing the derivative gain until
another phase is set. Aiming to reach the target position and
settle it down as fast as possible, after determining the suitable
regions through the use of the gain scheduling ideal, the next
step is to identify the applicable control design parameters to
achieve the scope. Consequently, the optimization technique
is utilized. It is expected that better performance can be
achieved with the optimization comparing against the method
employing the arbitration.

Furthermore, in the artificial intelligence (AI) discipline,
fuzzy logic is often associated with the genetic algorithm
(GA) [16] to solve many optimization tasks, from the
steel structure analysis [17] to face recognition [18] and
control of moving cars to avoid rear-end collisions [19].
Hence, in this research, a heuristic search continuous GA,
which was inspired by the natural evolution, is modified to
provide the higher optimal efficiency for faster searching
and convergence. Genetic algorithms firstly introduced by
Holland in 1975 [20] continue being discussed in recent
years [21]–[27]. Each GA operates on a population of arti-
ficial chromosomes. Each chromosome has a real num-
ber fitness and symbolizes a problem solution. In addition,
the chromosomes are not compulsory to decode prior to the
evaluation of the cost function. Therefore, we proposed the
continuous GA as an innovation, in which the decode chro-
mosome step is completely neglected [24]. This improvement
allows achieving such advantages as requiring less storage
and having the faster convergence pace.

The fitness function is utilized to estimate the appropriate-
ness of a solution with respect to a specific issue. The fitness
function minimization / maximization value is optimized to

FIGURE 1. Trapezoidal motion curve.

illustrate the best-achieved performance [28]–[31]. In this
paper, the integral of time weighted-squared error (ITSE) is
introduced as the performance metric of the controller design
criterion.

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) are flying aerial vehicles,
which is able to operate autonomously. Owing to their flight
capabilities, such as high agility and autonomy, its application
is widely used in the fields from civilian information to
rescue operations and even military surveillance [32]–[34].
The control methods for aerial robots have difficulties in
empirical application in terms of achieving appropriate per-
formance and robustness. Therefore, a single tilt tricopter
UAV, hereinafter, referred to as the tricopter, is chosen as
a model to perform the efficiency testing of the proposed
controller design.

In general, the proposed controller design utilizes the ben-
efit of the continuous GA that is associated with the sys-
tem performance metric, ITSE, to optimize the fuzzy gain
scheduling for the PID control parameters. The rest of the
paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we propose the
development of a fuzzy gain scheduling (FGS) scheme for
the dynamic reset of the PID controllers. Continuous GA is
implemented onto the FGS controller to identify the opti-
mal PID gains in Section 3. Next, the single tilt tricopter
UAV models are introduced, and the performance results of
the proposed controller are discussed in Section 4. Finally,
the conclusions are provided in Section 5.

II. CONTROLLER DESIGN
A. PID CONTROLLER
The formulation of the PID controller is described in equa-
tion (1) as follow

u(t) = KPe(t)+ KI

∫
e(t)dt + KD

d
dt
e(t) (1)

Here, u(t) is the input control, e(t) is the error. The variables
KP, KI, and KD denote the proportional, integral, and deriva-
tive gains, respectively. It can be manipulated to produce
various responses from a given process.

The PID controller continuously calculates error values
and applies a correction using three terms, namely, pro-
portional, integral, and derivate of the controller design.
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FIGURE 2. a) Membership functions at phases I and II, b) Tuning of
control parameters.

FIGURE 3. Adaptive fuzzy gain scheduling diagram.

The P-term increase will reduce the rise time, the I-term
increase will eliminate the steady-state error, and the D-term
increase will reduce the overshoot and upgrade the system
stability.

B. ADAPTIVE FUZZY GAIN SCHEDULING
The proposed idea is to develop a PID-type controller with
fixed high proportional (P) and integral (I) gains, and a small
derivative (D) gain in the beginning. Thereafter, the fuzzy
gain scheduling method is implemented to reduce the P and I
gains, while increasing the D gain at the next phase. Hence,
the control system will function smoothly, and the desired
response performance at each stage will be retained [12].

For the majority of schemes describing the gain scheduling
design process, it is essential to define the suitable regions
for the scheduling variables. The T-curve (trapezoidal curve),
whereas the ωm is the angular velocity, of each motion sys-
tem has three parts: acceleration t ε [0, t1], constant speed

FIGURE 4. Continuous genetic algorithm optimized using adaptive fuzzy
gain scheduling for PID control parameters.

t ε [t1, t2], and deceleration t ε [t2, t3], which are defined
to identify the best regions for the tuning process as shown
in Figure 1.

Aiming to design the controller using the most effective
technique, fuzzy logic inference is implemented to the decel-
eration phase [t2, t3] to make the variation of the parameters
continuous and linear. The two membership functionsµ1 and
µ2 are shown in Figure 2a. The inference rules are stated as
follows:

If p < p1, then µ1 = 1 and µ2 = 0.
If p1 ≤ p ≤ p2, then µ1 =

p2−p
p2−p1

and µ2 =
p−p1
p2−p1

.
If p > p2, then µ1 = 0 and µ2 = 1.
The weighting µi for the i-th membership function is

then determined by the current command position p = yd(t).
At phase I of fixed PI-D gains, µ1 = 1, and µ2 = 0. At the
switching phase I and phase II of blended gains, µ1 =

p2−p
p2−p1

and µ2 =
p−p1
p2−p1

. At phase III of the second set of fixed
gains, µ1 = 0, and µ2 = 1. The PI-D parameter gains can
be determined as per Equation 2. The subscript 1 and 2 of
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FIGURE 5. The single tilt tricopter UAV pattern.

FIGURE 6. Altitude control. (a) Optimal adaptive control (solid line) –
fuzzy gain scheduling (dashed line). (b) Continuous GA fitness function.

the tuning PI-D gains as shown in Figure 2b corresponds to
membership I and II, respectively. In the above fuzzy logic
rules, the desired position is considered. The block diagram of

FIGURE 7. DC Rotor speed control. (a) Optimal adaptive control (solid
line) – fuzzy gain scheduling (dash line). (b) Continuous GA fitness
function.

the proposed adaptive fuzzy gain scheduling-PID (FGS-PID)
controlled system is shown in Figure 3.

KP =
∑
i

µi · KP,i

KI =
∑
i

µi · KI ,i

KD =
∑
i

µi · KD,i

(2)

III. GENETIC ALGORITHM TO OPTIMIZE
THE PARAMETERS
A. CONTINUOUS GENETIC ALGORITHM
The genetic algorithm (GAs) was introduced in 1975 by
Holland [20] based on the concept of the Darwinian hypoth-
esis. This optimization technique inspired by the natural evo-
lution has been successfully applied to complex real-world
issues, such as optimal structure of steel [17], face recogni-
tion [18], and controller design [21], [22]. During the GA
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FIGURE 8. Servo motor position control. (a) Optimal adaptive control
(solid line) – Fuzzy gain scheduling (dashed line). (b) Continuous GA
fitness function.

execution, an individual population is arranged in the opti-
mization space. The standard GA, which has three essential
parameters including population size (N), crossover rate (Rc),
and mutation rate (Rm), is used to verify the optimal gains of
the control system. It should be noted that the chromosomes
are not compulsory to decode prior to the evaluation of the
cost function. Hence, we proposed the innovative continuous
GA implying that the decode chromosome step can be totally
neglected. This approach is superior to the standard GA in
terms of less storage required and the faster convergence
pace [24].

B. OPTIMAL GAIN SCHEDULING PARAMETERS
The purpose of the scheduled gains is to enable the system
to reach the precise target and to stabilize as fast as possible.
Therefore, the stabilizing time is chosen as the objective func-
tion to minimize the control parameters, i.e., P, I, and D gains.
It should be noted that applying the GA optimization resulted
in significant success in many fields. Hence, the continuous

TABLE 1. The parameters of the tricopter model.

TABLE 2. The tuning results obtained using optimal adaptive FGS-PID.

GA optimized adaptive FGS-PID controller is proposed to
achieve an optimal compromise between the easier flight pilot
and system stability. In addition, the fitness function ITSE,
as described in equation (3), is selected as the minimum
error criterion. The optimal algorithm flowchart is illustrated
in Figure 4.

ITSE =

∞∫
0

t · e2(t) · dt (3)

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The model of the tricopter derived from [33]–[36] has six
degrees of freedom (DOF) and is based on the Newton-
Euler formulation. The tricopter pattern, as demonstrated
in Figure 5, is depicted using the right hand generalized
earth coordinate system of axes and a right hand body
frame. The positive x-axis points towards the two front rotors
(rotor 1 and 2), the positive y-axis towards the right side
(rotor 2), and the positive z-axis is directed downwards. The
three-angle roll (ϕ), pitch (θ ), and yaw (ψ) of the attitude
control are decided by the right handed rotation x, y, and z
axes, respectively [33]. The tilt angle µ is measured by the
y-z coordinate axis. The tricopter has four input signals: three
rotorcraft speeds and one tilt angle created by a servomotor
attached in the rear.

The tricopter UAV parameters are summarized in Table 1.
The three significant variables of tricopter models used to
estimate the efficiency of the proposed method are the fol-
lowing:

- Altitude control (Z motion of the UAV tricopter):
1

0.84s2+0.4286+19.376
- Speed control (for three DC rotorcrafts): 11.4286

(s+57.14)(s+2.004)
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- Position control (for the tilting servo system):
106.7

s(s+281.8)(s+2.582)
In this paper, the PID controller tuning gains are set

within the range [0, 100], and the optimal gains are provided
in Table 2. The iteration of the continuous GA population for
each controller design is as follows: altitude control, speed
control, and servo position control, which has the crossover
rate Rc = 0.95 and the mutation rate Rm = 0.1, are set 50,
20, and 30, respectively. The response performance estimates
of three tricopter models described above are displayed one-
by-one in Figure 6, Figure 7, and Figure 8. In summary,
the proposed optimal continuous GA applied to the adaptive
fuzzy gain scheduling of the three PID control gains allows
achieving the faster response with shorter stabilization time,
and no overshoot at all since the performances are in range of
error. The continuous GA is also superior in terms of updating
the number of generations comparing against the standard
GA with a hundreds of generation [26], [27].

V. CONCLUSION
In this article, the fuzzy logic rules based on the trapezoidal
membership function design are applied to the error tracking
of the controller design through tuning the parameters in
each of scheduled gains. The proposed control method is
able to function properly during the whole operation time
period, and the system performance in terms of response
time is appropriate. In addition, the continuous GA optimiza-
tion method, which neglects the decode chromosome step,
is utilized to update and improve the controller gains. The
proposed GA adaptive fuzzy gain scheduling controller was
implemented to control the following parameters of the single
tilt tricopter UAV device: DC motor speed, DC servo motor
position, and the altitude of the tricopter. From the results,
it can be concluded that the proposed controller achieves high
effectiveness in terms of required saving the operation time,
robustness, and reliability.
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